Minding our Winter Trail Manners

HAPPY TRAILS
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By Lesley Cassidy

Does the first sign of the maple
leaves changing colour leave you dreaming of the upcoming snowmobile season?
Or do you find yourself opening the closet
and pulling the cross-country skis out to
wax the base? Whatever winter trail adventure you prefer, there are over 30,000
kilometres of shared-use trails across
Canada. Multi-use trails are a growing
sector as more municipalities and counties, with limited budgets but cognizant
of the health and economic benefits, are
working towards providing access to as
many outdoor activities as possible.
On multi-use or shared trails,
there is potential for conflict. Depending on your winter recreation activity,
numerous clubs and managers of trails
have established either codes of conduct
or communicated regulations to reduce
disagreements. These codes and rules are
ways of promoting respect for each other’s enjoyment of the outdoors in a polite
and courteous way - essentially outlining
proper trail etiquette. The Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) enforce specific laws
on the trails related to speed, ownership,
insurance, alcohol, trespassing and investigate motorized snow vehicle accidents.
They do the heavy lifting concerning
safety and maintaining a sense of order,
but what about all those other rules, some
that are not written in a book or on a sign
at a trailhead? That’s what trail etiquette

is all about – it is a considerate way of
behaving where safety is the first benefit,
and secondly, everyone has a pleasurable
outdoor experience at the end of the day.
So, what does winter trail etiquette look
like in practical terms?
First, defining what a winter trail
is, depends on your perspective. To the
snowmobile enthusiast, it may be a rail
trail that provides fast access to groomed
forestry trails and fields. To a fat bike
winter cyclist, it may be a way to travel
from one community to another with-

out the worry of riding on a congested
or snow-covered road, or it may be the
place to enjoy the natural environment
or wildlife viewing as the cross-country
skier glides across the frozen landscape.
And winter trail users may include hikers, cross-country skiers, mountain bikers, snowshoers, dog sledders and snowmobilers.
In other words, one trail user
may expect quiet to observe wildlife,
another enjoys a groomed ski track, and
others would like to travel across the

wintery world covering 80 kilometres in
a few hours time to visit the next community. But the one commonality among
all users is enjoying the winter recreation
experience.
Disagreements occur for many
different reasons. Conflict can arise from
speed; size of the group that is travelling
on the winter trail; being overtaken without warning; beginner skill level versus
experienced users and tolerance for other
people’s lifestyles. Some of the reasons for
disagreements can be sorted out by law
enforcement. Last winter, the OPP laid
nine charges on trails and gave numerous
warnings with the majority from having
open alcohol. Last year in Ontario, 46
% of all motorized snow vehicle fatalities were from excessive speed or loss of
control. But many of the other reasons
for conflict can be sorted out with proper
trail etiquette, which plays a vital role in
balancing everyone’s activities.
Several studies have found that
resolving differences on shared-use
trails involves three steps: identifying the
sources of real conflict, not emotions or
stereotypes; understanding different user
needs, and then working towards solutions. Easier said than done, but it boils
down to trying to understand each other’s perspective, or walking a mile in their
shoes, so to speak.
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As an example, many snowshoers,
winter fat bike cyclists and cross-country
skiers are not always aware that snowmobilers purchase a trail pass that pays for
trail grooming and maintaining major
infrastructure along the network. As well,
snowmobile volunteers spend countless
hours preparing trails for the winter season and negotiating with private landowners for access to their land. These snowmobile-only agreements with landowners
can easily be revoked for bad behaviour or
others using these parts of the trails that
are snowmobile-only.
And conversely, snowmobilers don’t always realize how the noise
their machines emit vibrates across the
landscape. It can feel especially unsafe
to slower moving trail users standing on
a shared-use trail if a large snowmobile
group moves by at high speeds. Spotting
wildlife or enjoying the quiet is significantly diminished as well.
So, on shared trails, it comes
down to understanding or at least tolerating the other user’s perspective by being
courteous – in other words, practising
good trail etiquette. As an example, in the
United States at a trailhead in Vail, Colorado, where both snowmobilers and crosscountry skiers began on the same trails
before branching off onto to other paths,
many problems were occurring. The two
groups met and quickly discovered that
the issues were generally occurring when
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non-educated tourists came to the trailhead to enjoy the area but didn’t understand how to access the various trails.
The groups worked together to install
clear and easy-to-follow signage, establish parking spots for snowmobilers with
their tow vehicles, and provide printed
trail maps.
In one snowmobile club in New
Hampshire, cross-country skiers comprise almost one-third of its membership.
They all share the trails and volunteer to
maintain the paths in the off-season to

prepare for the upcoming winter season.
This allows for good communication so
they can make decisions together about
the trails and quickly identify problems.
Ontario is home to thousands
of kilometres of shared-use trails. The
Eastern Ontario Trails Alliance (EOTA),
which includes parts of the Ottawa Valley has as its mandate “to develop, manage, maintain and market a comprehensive network of year-round shared use
recreational trails in the area”. Cindy
Cassidy, the General Manager, said that

the organization has established rules for
shared trails and that these are posted on
signs throughout the network as well as
on their website. In 2000, they launched
a membership program that includes
‘All Terrain Vehicle’ (ATV) riders, crosscountry skiers, cyclists and equestrian
riders. These membership fees contribute
significant funds for trail maintenance
and improvement in Eastern Ontario.
The Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs has two courses for members, which are approved by the Ministry
of Transportation and cover safety, the
law, courtesy and proper snowmobiling
etiquette. Other trail users are not as well
organized as snowmobilers in Ontario,
but generally, groups such as cross-country skiers or snowshoers have fewer reasons to be organized — they do not need
to negotiate with landowners for access to
many kilometres of trails etc. Regardless,
many have formed clubs and associations
and have established rules that promote
consideration of other trail users.
In the Ottawa Valley, the Calabogie and District Snowmobile Club has
not experienced many shared-use trail
disagreements. Marilyn Miesner of the
Club highlighted that “the common complaint is, of course, speeders. As with everything, a few spoil it for everyone.” She
says that the OPP give excellent support
in enforcement of speed limits in certain
Continued next page...
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areas when the Club has identified the
problematic section. The Club has nine
trained trail patrollers, essentially ambassadors that educate trail users about
speed limits, drinking and driving, trespassing and being courteous.
Another local club, the GriffithMatawatchan SnoDusters Snowmobile
Club reiterates the importance of their
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volunteer trail patrol. Patrick O’Brien,
the Club President observes that “by and
large, people are respectful.” He says that
the primary purpose of the trail patrol
is to be an ambassador of the sport and
to help others. This encourages good behaviour and educates trail users.
Regardless of how we travel
across the frozen landscape, winter trails

offer us all an opportunity to get away
from asphalt and schedules. So, this winter, let’s try to understand how different
users we encounter enjoy the trail and
be courteous to each other. It really is
that simple. And then there will be fewer
conflicts and issues with access to trails
in future.
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Lesley Cassidy has been
cottaging near Calabogie
for over 40 years. She
grew up spending her
summers in the area and
visiting family in Ashdad
and Mount St. Patrick.
Her favourite passtimes
are exploring gravel roads
in the Valley by bike,
hiking its many trails and canoeing/fishing. Lesley is
married to Andre Mickovitch and brings him on her
many adventures. Together they love travelling but
Lesley always feels most at home closest to her family
roots in the Ottawa Valley.

